CHAPTER 5

THEORETICAL MODELS
FOR T CELL VACCINATION
Rob J. de Boer and José A.M. Borghans

INTRODUCTION

Ir

Tcell vaccination (TCV) is a term for a whole collection of
phenomena in which the injection of T cells provides protection against autoimmunity. Vaccination with T cells has been investigated for several autoimmune diseases, including experimental
autoimmune encephalomyelitis,' adjuvant arthritis' and
insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus.'
Generally, there are two ways to vaccinate. The first is to inject activated autoreactive T lymphocytes. To prevent these T cells
from inducing the autoimmune disease, they are either injected in
a low concentration,'" or they are attenuated." The second way is
to vaccinate with a clone of T cells that recognizes the autoreactive
clone." Both vaccinations provide protection against subsequent
induction of autoimmune disease. We propose here a mathematical model that (i) can account for both observations, and (ii) suggests an important qualitative difference between them.
The empirical facts suggest that TCV is an epi-phenomenon
of the interactions between self antigen, autoreactive T cells, and
T cells that recognize the autoreactive T cells. It is interesting that
the injection of T cells that are responsible for disease can give
protection against the same disease. Here we review the theoretical models that have been developed to understand TCV.
T Cell Vaccination and Autoimmune Disease edited by Jingwu Zhang, M.D., Ph.D.
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COMPLEX SYSTEMS
Complex biological systems like the immune system are generally composed of many interacting "objects." Examples of such
objects are the cells of one clone, different cell types, and different
cytokines. Because the coupling of several interacting objects often
gives rise to quite unexpected behavior, the behavior of complex
systems usually cannot be understood solely on intuitive reasoning. The science of "complex systems" has demonstrated that even
simple systems can have extremely complex behaviors."' Theoretical models therefore become an important tool for gaining further
insight in the "functioning" of complex biological systems.
Immune systems definitely belong to this class of complex systems. Any immune reaction involves the interaction between several cell types. These interactions somehow select a small subset of
all possible effector responses to eliminate the antigen, and eventually the system memorizes the response by attaining a state of
"immunity" or a state of "unresponsiveness."
A second aspect of the complexity of the immune system is
that it possibly functions by means of network interactions." The
idiotypic network is a system composed of very many, virtually
identical, objects (e.g. the 106 B cell clones in a mouse) which are
all linked by connections of different weights (e.g. affinities). The

theory of neural networks demonstrates that such systems may
function, e.g. memorize and classify, by means of distributed network properties.'' For example, the memory phenomenon "immunity" need not be a property of a single clone. It could also be a
state that is maintained by several network interactions. The same
interactions could even be involved in maintaining other memories.
Theoretical immunology is the study of immune systems by
the formulation and analysis of theoretical models. The aim is to
bridge the gap between having empirical data and understanding
the behavior of the system. Here we will provide an example by
showing how the empirically described interactions between two
T cell clones give rise to behavior that is in full agreement with
TCV. Overviews of theoretical immunology are available in Bell
et al,13 Perelson," and Perelson and Weisbuch." Reviews of the
recent developments in idiotypic network theory are De Boer,'6
Varela and Coutinho," and De Boer et al."
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HISTORY OF T CELL VACCINATION MODELS
The response of the immune system to TCV suggests that the
system switches between multiple steady states. The first state is a
"normal" state in which the animal is healthy but susceptible to
thc autoimmune disease. Perturbing this state by antigen, or by
TCV, results in a switch to a state of "disease," or one of "vaccination," respectively. Note that disease in most animals is not really
a stcady state, but a transient behavior that normally attains the
vaccinated state. Theorists have proposed several models that can
account for TCV by making similar switches between steady states.
In this historical overview we follow the terminology of Segel

and Jager.'9 The T cells responsible for the autoimmune disease
are called the "effectors" (E). The T cells recognizing the effectors
are called the "regulators" (R). Finally we speak of animals that
are either normal, diseased, or vaccinated, as defined above.
AUTOMATON MODELS

The first theoretical study of T-cell vaccination is the work of Adan,
Weisbuch, and Cohen.201' These papers describe several models defining interactions between the following cell types: (i) antigen-specific

helpers, (ii) autoreactive effectors, (iii) anti-idiotypic suppressors,
(iv) anti-idiotypic helpers, and (v) antigen-specific suppressors.
The conventional formalism for studying models like this is
that of differential equations. These describe the rate of change of
the populations (see below). A differential equation model, however, involves the estimation of the parameters describing the interactions between the populations. For the case of these five cell

types most of the parameters are unknown. This problem was
evaded by ignoring the concentrations of the populations. It was
assumed that each population could be described as being either
"active" or "inactive," i.e. as being "1" or "0", respectively.
Thus, ordering the populations from (i)-(v) the vector "11000"

would correspond to a state of autoimmunity in which the
antigen-specific helpers and the effectors are active. Assuming that
in this state antigen-specific suppressors and anti-idiotypic suppressors would become activated, one can write transition rules for the
next state vector that is attained. In combination, these transition
rules specify the model.

_
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Now, one can do a model TCV experiment by introducing
effectors in the normal state "00000" and applying the rules of
the model until an attractor is attained. An attractor is a stable
state in which the system no longer changes. A model like this
would account for TCV if the introduction of effectors can lead
to an attractor in which the effectors are suppressed.
It was shown that autoimmune disease could never be a stable
steady state in this model. Thus disease was assumed to be due to
an inadequate network connection. Cohen and Mae propose that
TCV might prevent autoimmunity by strengthening the connections in the network. Our first criticism on this work is that the
model is based upon quite a large number of cell types. TCV can
be accounted for by simpler models. Secondly, autoimmune disease could also be interpreted as a "slow transient" leading to a

state of vaccination, and need not be due to an inadequate network connection. A slow transient, however, is ill-defined in an
automaton model. Below we will propose a model in terms of
differential equations in which disease is interpreted as a slow transient.
IDIOTYPIC NETWORKS

A far simpler model for TCV was subsequently proposed by
Perelson and De Boer." We realized that TCV could be accounted
for by the standard model for idiotypic interactions between B cells.
Thus, we hypothesized that the interaction between the T cell ef-

fectors and the T cell regulators can be described as a conventional idiotypic interaction. This idiotypic B-cell model has been
studied extensively.23-26 Usually it is formulated in terms of differ-

ential equations. It is based upon a phenomenological interaction
function representing the log bell-shaped cross linking function."
Further it is assumed that the idiotypic interactions are symmetric. For B cells this seems reasonable.
The model consists of two identical differential equations for
the effectors and the regulators, respectively. Generically the model
has three stable steady states. In the so-called virgin state the populations of effectors and regulators are small and they hardly interact. In the "suppressed" state the effector population is of an intermediate size being suppressed by a large regulator population.
In the "immune" state the effector population is large being stimulated by a regulator population of an intermediate size."
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In order to account for TCV, Perelson and De Boer proposed that the normal state should correspond to the suppressed
state. Thus, self tolerance would be due to suppression of the effectors by the regulators. The immune state could easily be interpreted as the diseased state in which the effector concentration is
large. Autoimmunity here is a switch from normal (i.e. suppressed)

to diseased (i.e. immune). Autoimmuniry could be induced by
stimulating the effectors with a foreign antigen. Vaccination was
interpreted as a transient increase of the regulators. Because the
regulators are suppressive around the normal state, this reduced
the response of the effectors, and therefore provides protection
against autoimmune disease. In accordance with all of the empirical data available, vaccination could be achieved by introducing
effectors, attenuated effectors, or regulators.

Our major criticism on this model is that it has adopted the
symmetry assumption of the B cell model. If the interactions between T cell effectors and regulators arc based upon T cell receptors that are activated by peptides presented on MHC molecules,
these interactions are not expected to be symmetric. This strongly
affects the results. Finally, we remark that an alternative interpretation of the same model is to define the normal state as the virgin state, and the vaccinated state as the tolerant state. With the
diseased state still defined as the immune state, all of three states
involved in TCV have a corresponding attractor in the model. This
new interpretation is the basis of our new model described below.
REVERSE ENGINEERING

Recently, Segel and Jager° developed a whole set of mathemati-

cal models that can account for TCV. Instead of directly modeling the immunc processes that might underlie TCV, their approach
is to model the phenomenology of TCV. Their method is called
reverse engineering." It is an attempt to map a set of phenomena
to a set of mathematical models. These models can serve as a first
step in developing more realistic, biologically based models.
The first step in their reverse engineering approach is to identify a set of stable steady states that is sufficient to account for
TCV. Segel and Jager assume that in the normal state (N) the
effector population is small. Conversely, in the disease state (D)
the effector population should be large. In the vaccinated state
(V) the regulator clone should be large. Thus it is possible to sketch
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the three attractors in a so-called state space of effectors and regu-

lators (see Fig. 5.1). The approach is now to construct models
that have three stable steady states at these locations in state space.

The second step is to define "the basins of attraction" of the
three stable steady states. Experiments have demonstrated that the
effect of the injection of autoreactive cells into a healthy individual
is dependent on the dose of the injected cells. If this dose if very
small, the individual stays normal. A high dose induces autoimmunity, and a medium dose results in vaccination."" Thus moving from the normal state to the right, the system should cross a
"critical boundary" beyond which it attains thc basin of attraction

of the vaccinated state. Such a critical boundary is called a

ID

Fig. 5.1. Schematic example of a state space of autoreactive effectors E and a clone of
regulators R recognizing the effectors. The three stable steady states are marked as normal

(N), vaccinated (V), and disease (D). The two lines are separatrices that form the
boundaries between the basins of attraction of the stable steady states. Inspired by
Figure 2 in Segel & lager (1994).
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separatrix. For any model separatrices can be computed by numerical methods. Thc left line in Figure 5.1 is a possible separatrix
allowing a switch from normal to vaccinated by increasing effec-

tors. However, moving too much to the right the system should
cross another separatrix beyond which it attains the basin of attraction of the diseased state. A schematic example is provided by
the right line in Figure 5.1.
Satisfying constraints like these, Segel and Jager developed a
whole set of models that can account for TCV. The reverse engineering approach is quite unusual. The fact that the models all
account for TCV is trivial: the models were designed to behave
like this. The main value of the approach is to identify the different types of models that possibly provide insight in TCV. Additionally, schematic state spaces like Figurc 5.1 turned out to be
sufficient for suggesting novel experiments. For instance, it was
suggested that inoculating too large a dose of effectors in a diseased animal could cure the animal without leading to vaccination.'9 The main criticism of this work is that the models devel-

oped by reverse engineering are not based upon biological
interactions. Instead, the interactions in the model are based upon
a goal that has to be achieved. Nevertheless, schemes like Figure 5.1

are helpful tools for thinking about TCV and for the development of more realistic models.

T-CELL GROWTH MODEL
We have developed a new model that is based upon basic immunological knowledge. Incorporating basic facts only, our model
is simpler than most of the models discussed above. We also argue
that TCV comes about by the interaction between an autoreactive
effector clone E and a regulator clone R that recognizes the effec-

tors. Vaccination in our model corresponds to a switch from a
passive state of self tolerance to an active state of self tolerance. In
the latter, the effectors are controlled by the regulators?'
EMPIRICAL DATA

With respect to the regulators we base our assumptions on the
T cells that have been isolated from spleens of rats that had recovered from autoimmunity.83° These splenic T cells appeared to prolifer-

ate strongly when exposed to the autoreactive clone. The isolated
cells were almost always MHC class I restricted and inhibited the
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autoreactive cells. Thus we assume that the regulators proliferate in
response to the effectors and that the effectors are inhibited by the regula-

tors. With respect to the effectors we base our assumptions on the
autoreactive T cells that can be isolated from the blood of normal
individuals."'" We assume that these autoreactive cells will proliferate in response to the self antigen they recognize as soon as this
self antigen is expressed in an immunogenic form. This assumption is quite reasonable for class II restricted T cells. It is known
that aberrant expression of class II MHC may lead to autoimmunity." Because the majority of cell types normally fails to express
class II MHC, many self peptides will normally not be presented.
Therefore, the corresponding T cells will neither be tolerant nor activated. Thus, we consider self tolerance to be a state of ignorance
rather than a state of active tolerance.
There are some indications that infections may play a role in
the aberrant presentation of self antigens.3234-36 If the presented
peptides from a pathogen mimic self peptides, the pathogen will
be able to stimulate the autoreactive lymphocytes. Subsequent lymphokine production of the autoreactive cells will enhance the presentation of the self antigen." Hence, a positive feedback between
the autoreactive cells and the presentation of self antigen is in-

duced, which results in autoimmunity. Thus, wc assume that a
mimicking antigen may trigger the proliferation of the effectors.
Once the effectors are activated they become independent of the
mimicking antigen because they sustain the presentation of their
self antigen.

Animal experiments show that autoimmunity can be considered as a transient cent. Animals that suffer from an autoimmune
disease often recover spontaneously and are subsequently resistant
to the autoimmune disease.'" Therefore we define autoimmunity
by a region in the state space in which the autoreactive clone is
large. Thus disease is a "long transient" having many effectors. In
a more complex model it is also possible to have disease represented by an attractor."
MODELING

Our model is defined in terms of differential equations. A dif-

ferential equation describes the rate of change of a population.
We couple two equations by considering one self antigen, an effector clone specific for this self antigen, and a regulator clone
that recognizes the effector cells.

/1_
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The general form of our equations is
change

time

- influx + proliferation - inhibition - death,(1)

where the rates of proliferation, inhibition, and death arc proportional to the cell density. The influx term represents the source of
newborn T cells from the thymus, and is considered to be independent of the cell density.
Thus for the effectors E we propose
dE
dt

-

1115

E

(

pA

1+A+E

cR

-d),

(2)

where mt is the influx of effector cells from the thymus, p is the
maximum proliferation rate, A is the concentration of presented
self antigen, c is the rate of inhibition of effectors by regulators R.
and d is the death rate. Because the regulators proliferate in response
to the effectors, we replace the antigen in the R-equation by the effectors. Further we omit the inhibition because we do not consider
regulation of regulators. Thus for the regulators R we propose
dR

T

= mR + R

pE
1+E+R

d)

(3)

where mR is the influx of regulators from the thymus.
Our assumption that the self antigen is normally not expressed
would mean that normally A = 0. However, when the effectors are
proliferating, they induce the expression of self antigen by lym-

phokine production. Thus we assume that the concentration of
presented self antigen is proportional to the effector density, i.e
A

= sE,

(4)

where s is a parameter for the concentration of self antigen.
Our model is defined as Eqs. (2 & 3), with Eq. (4) substituted in
the proliferation term of Eq. (2).
The proliferation functions in our model are saturation functions incorporating competition. These functions can be derived
by an elaboration of the conventional Michaelis-Menten assumption." The parameter p represents a true maximum proliferation
rate." We chose this function because it is realistic and fairly
simple. Replacing it by the simpler conventional saturation function does not affect our results.

1
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PARAMETERS

For simplicity we have scaled the populations such that the
saturation constant in the proliferation function is one. Assuming
a life time of activated T cells of about one day we set d = 1 d-'.
T cells typically proliferate on a time scale of one day. This means

that p = 2 dd. For each individual clone the influx of newborn
cells from the thymus should be small. We typically set mE = mR
= 0.01 scaled cells d-'. The parameters s and c could not be estimated. They were chosen such that we obtain multiple equilibrium points, i.e. s = 5 and c = 0.1.

Fig. 5.2. Steady states and the separatrix of the model defined by Eqs. (2-4). The steady states

are marked as in Figure 5.1. The separatrix here encloses the vaccinated state. From any
starting point within this basin of attraction the system ultimately attains the vaccinated state.
The shaded region D represents disease. Parameters: c = 0.1, d = 1, m1 = rn, = 0.01, p = 2 and
s

-5

1

L
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RESULTS

To study the model, we depict in Figure 5.2 a state space in
which the regulator density is plotted against the effector density.
Unlike Figure 5.1, the state space of our new model is not a sketch,
but is computed numerically. For instance, the stable steady states
can be found by solving our model for dE/dt = dR/dt = 0. and
checking for the stability. The separatrices can be found by computing characteristics of unstable steady states. The shaded region
in Figure 5.2 is the disease (D) region. It corresponds to all states
of the model in which the effector density is large.

The two squares in Figure 5.2 denote the two stable steady
states of our model. The line represents the separatrix of the basins of attraction of the two states. The states are marked as a
normal or "naive state" (N) state, and as a "vaccinated state" (V).
In the normal state the effector and regulator densities are small.
The populations fail to proliferate because the effectors do not
induce the expression of the self antigen, and the regulator cells
do not see enough effectors to initiate proliferation. In this normal state the animal is healthy but susceptible to the autoimmune
disease. In the vaccinated state (V) the effector and the regulator
concentration are enlarged by proliferation. Because the effectors
are proliferating, the self antigen is expressed. Tolerance is maintained actively because the effector population is controlled (i.e.
suppressed) by the regulator clone. Thus, the animal is healthy
and resistant to the autoimmune disease.
MODEL EXPERIMENTS

The first experiment is to introduce a foreign antigen that
mimics self into the normal state. This checks if the model can
develop autoimmune disease. Figure 5.3a illustrates that this is the
case. However, for simplicity, we have not included the foreign
antigen. Instead we argue that our mimicking foreign antigen is
defined as an antigen triggering the proliferation of the effectors.
Thus we model stimulation with antigen by artificially increasing
the effector density.

In Figure 5.3a wc perturb the normal state of the model by
introducing a dose of E = 50 (scaled) effector cells. Note that this
can be interpreted either as the result of the inoculation of foreign
antigen or as the result of the inoculation of normal effector cells.

In the figure we plot the course of the immune response in a
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Fig. 5.3. TCV experiments in the model. We show the model behavior as a function
of time. The effectors E are depicted by the heavy curve, the regulators R by the

light curve. The insets are a copy of Figure 5.2, and show the same behavior in
state space. Parameters as in Fig. 5.2. Panel (a): a large dose of effectors E = 50
introduced in the normal state proliferates so strongly that it is interpreted as
disease. Eventually the vaccinated state is attained.

conventional time plot. The inset shows the same response in state
space. During the initial phase of the response the effectors proliferate vigorously. They are stimulated by the self antigen. Effector
numbers exceed the high levels that we interpret as autoimmune
disease. We conclude that the introduction of antigen, or of sufficient effectors, indeed gives rise to disease. During the second stage
of the immune reaction, the regulators start to respond to the effectors. They also proliferate and start to inhibit the effectors. As
a result the effector numbers decrease, i.e. the disease is controlled.
The system eventually attains the vaccinated state.
To test if the model immune system in the vaccinated state is
protected against the induction of autoimmune disease, we now
perturb the vaccinated state by introducing the same dose of E = 50

effectors. This can also be interpreted as the result of a
re-stimulation of the system with antigen. Figure 5.3b shows that
the effectors are immediately controlled by the regulators. Hence
the effector numbers remain small, i.e. the autoimmune disease

fails to develop. This confirms that in our vaccinated state the
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Fig. 5.3 panel (b): the same large dose of effectors E

=

SO introduced in the

vaccinated state fails to evoke a further immune response. There is no disease and

the system rapidly returns to the vaccinated state.
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Fig. 5.3 panel (c): a small dose of effecters E = 1 introduced in the normal state

smoothly attains the vaccinated state without passing through the diseased
region.

1
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model is protected against the induction of disease. In Figure 5.3c
we repeat the experiments showing that a small dose of normal
effector cells leads to TCV without passing through a state of discase.4.5 Giving a dose of E = I (scaled) effector cells we obtain the

same behavior as in Figurc 5.3a. The only difference is that the
effector numbers remain relatively small. When the dose of effectors is small, the regulators have more time to catch up with them.
Thus the effectors are controlled before the onset of disease.
STATE SPACE

The TCV results depicted in Figure 5.3 can best be understood in terms of the state space of Figure 5.2. Perturbing the
normal state by introducing effectors corresponds to moving hori-

zontally to the right. From the basin of attraction of the vaccinated state it is clear that the vaccinated state will be attained for
an intermediate dose of effectors. Too small a dose can not induce sufficient expression of the self antigen to trigger the proliferation of thc effectors. Too large a dose, evokes such a vigorous
response of the regulators that the system fails to attain the vaccinated state. The latter behavior, in which too large a dose of effector cells fails to give rise to protection against disease, has not
yet been observed experimentally. This behavior was also suggested
by the reverse engineering work." It seems interesting to test this
model prediction experimentally.
TRANSIENT VACCINATION

TCV can also be achieved by injecting attenuated effectors,"
or by the injection of regulators." These experiments can again
be interpreted in terms of the state space of Figure 5.2. We assume that attenuated effectors are neither able to proliferate nor
to produce lymphokines that induce the eipression of the self antigen. This implies that the only direct effect of the introduction
of attenuated effectors is the proliferation of regulators. We again
model this by perturbing the normal state by artificially increasing
the regulator density. Thus, in our model, giving attenuated effectors is the same as giving regulators.

In our state space of Figure 5.2 this corresponds to moving
from the normal state vertically upwards. However, moving upwards it is impossible to cross the separatrix, and attain the basin
of attraction of the vaccinated state. We conclude that vaccination
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with regulators or attenuated effectors can not provide long term
protection against the induction of the autoimmune disease. This
conclusion seems to contradict the experimental findings. We however think that there could indeed be a qualitative difference between vaccination with normal effectors and vaccination with attenuated effectors (or regulators). The latter procedure, albeit not
giving rise to a switch to vaccination, gives transient protection
against induction of the disease. The temporary elevated regulator
density facilitates the control of the effectors. Thus when the latter are stimulated by antigen, they grow less vigorously, and may
fail to reach the level that is required for observing the disease
(see Fig. 5.4).
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Fig. 5.4. Transient vaccination with attenuated effectors or regulators. In the presence of R 1
scaled regulator cells at day zero, the same dose of E 50 effectors no longer leads to disease.

Thus vaccination with regulators or attenuated effectors gives (transient) protection. The
transient protection ultimately becomes permanent because the model immune system attains
the vaccinated state. Note that this need not be the case: for other initial conditions thesystem
may return to the normal state (not shown). Parameters as in Figure 5.2.
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The strong prediction from these results is that vaccination with
normal effectors is an "all or none" phenomenon that gives rise to
long lasting protection. Conversely vaccination with attenuated
effectors (or with regulators) is "dose dependent" and transient.
This prediction has recently been confirmed by experiments by
Elias and co-workers (personal communication).
RELAPSING DISEASE

TCV in experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE) in
animals is a model for multiple sclerosis in man. A major problem
with this model is that the animals recover from the disease and
attain a vaccinated state, whereas in man the disease is characterized by relapses. This qualitative difference is not understood.
(a)
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75

100

Time in days
Fig. 5.5. Relapsing disease. For c = 7.5 the vaccinated state no longer corresponds to a
stable steady state, but to a stable limit cycle. The effectors E are depicted by the heavy
curve, the regulators R by the light curve. Parameters as in Figure 5.2, but c = 7.5. Figure 5.5
Panel (a) a dose of E = 0.33 effectors is introduced in the normal state. When the regulators

control the effectors the model immune system behaves oscillatory. This would be
observed as a relapsing immune response.
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In our theoretical model we can account for such a qualitative
difference by a simple change of the parameter values. Remember
that there were no data available for estimating the inhibition parameter c. Choosing another value, i.e. c = 7.5, we found the stable
vaccinated state to be replaced by a stable limit cycle (Fig. 5.5).
(See also Borghans and De Boer" for a more formal discussion.)
A stable limit cycle is a type of attractor with ongoing oscillations.
Inducing disease by providing E = 0.33 effectors we obtain oscillatory behavior. When the amplitude of the oscillations is suffi-

ciently large, the effectors will repeatedly pass through the diseased region. This will be observed as a relapsing disease which is
typical for human autoimmunity. We conclude that this qualitative difference between mice and man could just be due to a quantitative parameter difference.
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1

Fig. 5.5b. The same behavior is shown in the state space of Figure 5.5
panel (b). Note that due to the parameter change we had to change the
axes. Parameters as in Figure 5.2, but c - 7.5.
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DISCUSSION
Our model is based upon the assumption that the self antigens involved in TCV cause autoimmunity by thc aberrant expression of MHC class II. Although there are data that support
the role of aberrant class II expression in self tolerance," it is quite
a strong assumption that this should be true for all the self antigens involved in TCV. On the other hand, however, it has been
argued that autoimmunity is only observed for a rather limited set
of self antigens. This has lead Cohen to his hypothesis of the "immunological homunculus."'
Our results suggest a competing hypothesis, stating that the
immunological homunculus is a set of self antigens that fail to
evoke tolerance due to a lack of expression of class II MHC. These
self antigens induce autoimmunity whenever the effector clones
recognizing them get activated by third party antigens. The fact

that our models can account for all the TCV phenomena, and
have correctly predicted new experimental results, does not invalidate other models. This is why the reverse engineering approach"
is interesting: it is an attempt to map a set of possible models to a
set of phenomena. All models discussed here arc based on a regulator clone that recognizes autoreactive effectors. This seems reasonable because these cells have been identified in experiments.

An alternative approach to model TCV, however, would be to
consider regulation at the level of antigen recognition. An interesting possibility is the Thl-Th2 switch that also seems to be involved in tolerance to autoimmune disease."
In our model we considered disease to be a transient rather
than a stable steady state. Relapsing disease was interpreted as a
limited cycle. In a somewhat more complicated model it is however possible to have an additional stable steady state with many
effectors and few regulators." This is a disease state. In that model
the rate of T cell proliferation is assumed to be a log bell-shaped
function of the ligand concentration. There exist empirical data
that support this." The state space analysis of a model with such
a proliferation is more complicated and is therefore not discussed
here. The main conclusion however is that a stable disease equilibrium can easily be obtained.
We have argued that theoretical models are an invaluable tool
for understanding systems as complex as the immune system. This
argument is illustrated most strongly by our suggestion that the
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qualitative difference between EAE in animals and multiple sclerosis in man can be accounted for by one model immune system
employing a simple parameter difference.
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